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- Security architecture definition
- Leading edge HW and SW cryptographic solutions
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- Methodology for verification of countermeasures’ effectiveness during design and on silicon
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Areas:
- Secure implementations of cryptographic algorithms, countermeasures against SCA & FA  
- Efficient implementations of cryptographic algorithms, low area/power/energy/latency

Topics:
- Industry perspective – efficient and balanced security approach vs all relevant attacks  
- Provable vs. Practical Security, or Pro & Cons of provable secure designs  
- How to efficiently test security of implementations, in particular TI provable designs  
- Easier to first standardize the basics - Secret Sharing, MPC and TI
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Areas: secure implementation of cryptographic algorithms, security evaluation of embedded applications.

Topics:
- Chip industry feedback about “provable security” - It seems to be costly
- Do I need them if my chips were certified by CC EAL5+ already?
- Having a secure crypto component is nice - It would be even better if there is a way to design a “provably secure” system
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Areas: Side-channel Analysis, DPA Hardware Countermeasures, Fault Attacks, Embedded System Security & RFID/IoT

Topics:
- TI from an industry perspective: Provable vs. Practical Security: Pros & Cons of provable secure designs? Are practical tests/evaluations required/recommended and why?
- Practical Limitations: Customer-specific requirements (area, power, throughput, …). Attack space is broad – balance required to provide good protection (don’t forget weakest link)
- Requirements for quality of entropy for TI? How to test & standardize it?
- How to efficiently test security of TI implementations? TVLA testing, formal verification of TI gadgets, how to test compatibility requirements efficiently?
There is a strong link (in theory and practice) between TI and MPC
- Link is via secret sharing
- There is an ISO standard for secret sharing
  - Relatively limited in scope
- Would be good for NIST to also have a standard in secret sharing
- This would seem to be a pre-requisite for other standards in the area of TI and MPC
  - Easier to standardize basic first
  - e.g. AES was done before the new modes etc

We can think of TI and MPC as changing protection boundaries
- In TI its now areas of a chip
- In MPC its machines

What does this mean for traditional security standards based on physical boundaries which are easier to define?
Discussion Topics

- Certification of implementation methods
- Realistic adversary models for combined physical attacks
- Standardization of Threshold Crypto
- Provably secure countermeasures based on Threshold Crypto
- Quality of randomness
- Conclusions